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A B S T R ACT
This report describes a bridge test carried out by the
concrete research group of Fritz Engineering Laboratory, Depart-
ment of Civil Engineering and Mechanics at Lehigh University.
It is nart of a sponsored research program on prestressed con-
cretE:- which has been cal"'ried on at the Univer'sity since 1951.
The tested highway bl"idge with a clear' span of 32 ft. and
a width of 27 ft. is composed of 9 prefabricated, pr'etensioned
concrete beams. Placed side by side, the beams are connected
together' by a steel bolt at midspan and have dr'y-packed con-
tinuous shear keys. The br'idge was tested in the field under
static and dynamic loading.
'The purpose of these tes ts was to check the design cri tel"'ia
with special emphasis to determine the portion of the live load
to be carried by each beam.
It was found that the bridge, designed under the assump-
tionthat each beam is to carr'Y 80 percent of the right or left
wheel loads of an II20-S16 truck, was very stiff. This is mainly
due to an effective interaction of the beams which results in a
bridge behavior approaching that of a plate.
T~e distribution of the live load ~as fo~md to be very
favorable. 'The largest static loadins applied in the edg~ lane
;)roduced a bending moment of 148 per-cent of the design moment
and caused a maximum deflection in the edge beam of 0.087 in.,
or 1/4690 of the span. For a tr-uck in the center lane, the
middle beam carried approximately 24 percent of the right 01'
left wheel loads. For a truck in the edge;lane, the edge beam
carried approximately 46 percent of the right or left wheel loads.
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The action of the bridge due to a truck moving at 25 mph
over the bridge was satisfactory. In the first serie~ of tests,
wnere the truck travelled in the centerlane without any obstacles
in its path, the maximum deflection was 114 percent of the COl"1"es-
ponding static deflection. With the truck in the edge lane, the
maximum deflection was 123 peI'cent of the cOI'responding static
deflection. In the second series of tests, where the tl"uck
travelled in the centerlane wi th a 2 in. plank in its path, the
maximum deflection was· 156 percent of the corresponding static
deflection. With the truck in the edge lane and travelling over
the 2 ·in. plank, the maximum deflec tion was 300 percent .of the
.static deflection. It should be noted that the maximum deflection
caused by dynamic loading in t~e edge lane was only 0.072 in.
It is hoped that the results of these tests can soon be
substantiated by a forthcoming theoretical study after which
definite recommendations about possible reductions of the design
load of the beams could be made.
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1. Obl.ectives:
The bridge test described in this report is a part of an
extensive research program on structural members of prestressed
concrete carried on at Lehigh Universi ty. 'rhe gener-al purpose
of this research program is to (1) check the validity of the
design assumptions of structural member-s, (2) determine the'
effect of static and repeated loads and (3) to furnish data
that may aid in the preparation of design specifications with
the ultimate aim of contributing to the progress of pr-estresse~
concrete.
Two previous major reports(l,2)* presented the study of
the endurance tes ts of two full-scale 'bridge members. The ever
important problem of the bonding characteristics of prestressing
strands has been and is still being investigated as part of the
program. As a sequel to the study of the performance of such
individual bridge members, the testing of bridges composed of
such members is a logical extension of this research program.
In such bridges, the main problem to be investigated is
the interaction of the beams and the determination of the portion
of the total live load each beam must carry. This investigation
has been divtded into three phases; theoretical studies(3),
field tests on actual bridges, and laboratory tests on a small
bridge. The tests described in this report cover the first of
t:le field tests planned for the near future •
2, Description of the Test Bridge:
The bridge for this fil"'st field test was selected in co-
operation with Mr. L.A. Porter, Br-idge Engineer of Pennsylvania~
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*Numbers r-efer to List of Refel"'ences.
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and the late Mr. B.J. Baskin, Vic~-President and Chief Engineer
of the Concrete Products Company of .America. It is located at
the west end of Centerport in Berks County, Pa. on Route 06019,
Station 354+58 and spans over the Centerport Creek. The bridge,
which was erected in December, 1952, is shown in Figures 1,2,3.
It has a clear span of 32 feet between the inside faces of the
abutments and a nominal roadway width of 25 ft.-4 in. Two 8 in.
curbs are provided on each side. A two-inch layer of bituminous
material forms the wearing surface. 'The bridge is co~)osed of
9 prefabricated, pre tensioned beams of the type previously tested
at Lehigh University and described in Progress Report No.5(l).
Each beam is 36 in. wide, 21 in. deep, and has an ovel'all length
of 35 ft.-6 in. (Fig.4). The cross-section is rectanGular ex-
cept for the keyways on the sides of the beams near the top and
the two hollow circular cores 12 1/2 in.dia. in the center of
the cross-section. Used. to reduce the dead weight, these hollow
cores extend the total length of the beam except for a 2 ft.
solid section at each end and a 10 in. solid section at the
center of the span where the lateral tie rod goes through the
beam. The Sin. curb was poured after the I'elease of the pI'e-
stress in the edge beam proper and anchored to it by means of
hooked dowe~~ placed for this purpose.
The bridge was eI'ected by placing the beams side by side
on the abutments using a large truck crane. The beams had two
2 in. diameter holes cast in each end and were made to line up
'.7::. th corres})onding holes in the abutments.
8f 3/4 in. diameter and 26 in. length were
Finally, anchor bOl~81
inserted and groutec
r.o tie down all beams to the abutments. Steel guard rails are
bolted to the outside of the curb beams.
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The mortar used for dry packing is composed of two portions
of sand, one portion of cement, and one portion of "Groute.xli •
This latter material is added to the mortar to minimize its
shrinkage thus preventing cracking between the old concrete of
the beams and the mortar of the shear keys. The amount of water
generally added is enough to make the mortar stick together when
pressed between the palms of the hands. The mixture thus pro-
duced is then rammed into the shear keys with tamping rods.
3. Design of the Beams:
The beams were designed according to the AASHO 1949 Speci-
fications and the llSpec ifications for Prestressed Precast Eein-
forced Concr'ete Bridge Deck l ; dated May 1, 1952 and prepared by
the Pennsylvania Department of Highways. The design live load
was a H20-S16-44 standard truck, having a minimum rear axle spac-
ing of.14 ft. The values for static loading were increased by
30 percent to take the effect of impact into consideration. It
was assumed that each beam 0arried 4/5 of the wheel load with the
remaining 1/5 distributed among the adjacent beams. Each beam
was prestressed by 56 high-tensile wire strands with a nominal
diameter of 1/4 in. The total area of the strands was 1.97 square
inches and their location is shown in Fig.4. Initially the
strands wer~ prestressed to 135,000 psi. A loss of 20 percent of
the steel pl"estress was assumed for shrinkage,plastic flow,
elastic shortening' and creep. Four No.5 reinforcing rods were
:.)laced longi tuclinally near the top of each beam and supported
v0rtical stirrups and a wire, mesh.
The contractor reported that a cylinder strength of 3300 p.e
Qt release of the prestress and a minimum of 5000 psi at 28 days
was required. There are no records giVing this data.
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1. Test Program:
The test proGram included principally static and dynamic
tes ts.
~l Sta tic ':I'e s ts
The purpose of the static tests was to determine the per-
centage of live load carried by each beam of the bridge. This
was accomplished by measuring the defopmed shape of the brid.ge
loaded wi th two different types of trucks to be descl~ibedlatel".
The loading of the bridge was perfopmed by positioning these
tPucks successively at the quarter-point and midspan in both the
edge and center traffic lanes. These positions ape given in the
seve1"al figu1"es showing the deflec tion surfaces. (Figs .14 to 25).
~ Dynamic lests
These tests were intended to provide some information 1"e-
carding the general behavio1" of the bridge under dynamic loading.
No attempt was made to fully study the lateral load distribution
under this type of loading. The deflection at a few critical
points on the bridge were obsepved while a truck was driven over
it at a speed of 25 mph. A two-inch plank was latep placed a-
cross the bridge at different points along the path of the truck.
2. :£e s ~ Pro<;\wdure:
'l'l1.e field work was cal~ried out during the vveek of July 19,
1954. 'Ehe instrumentation was installed in two days and after
completion of the test was dismantled in half a day. On JUly 21,
1954 preliminary tests were made to check the proper adjustment
of the instruments and to coordinate the efforts of the testing
team. The main tests were performed on July 22, 1954 and were
witnessed by several committee members and others listed at the
end of this report.
..
•
•
..
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(A) Instrumentation
The instrumentation used in this bridge test is shown in
Fig.5 and consisted of Ames dials, level bars, a Whittemore gage,
and electronic equipment to record the deflections under dynamic
loading.
(a) Deflection gages:
39 Ames deflection gages, least count ranging from 1/1000
in. to 1/10,000 in., were located as shown in Fig.5. ~hese gages
were placed in a manner that emnhasis VTaS given to the deflection
of each beam at midspan and to the accurate determination of the
deformed shape of the north-west quadrant of the bridge. The
rest of the gages were used to check the symmetrical behavior of
the bridge. A simple timber scaffolding as shown in Fig.6 was
erec ted to provide the sup:::-orting s truc ture for the gages and
was completely independent of the bridge •
(b) Level--.£~:
The transverse rotation of three different beams at midspan
was measured by means of level bars. A level bar consists of a
20-in. aluminum bar havln.3 a sensi ti ve level- bubble rigidly a t-
tached and is provided with a simple pin support at one end, and
a micrometer screw-su~port at the other. The bar was simply
fastened to a beam by means of the end fittings and was leveled
by centering the bubble vvith the micrometer screw su~:)port. Whe~
'~he live load was applied, the beam x'otated, and the level bar
rotated with it. The angle of rotation would then be obtained
frem an Ames Dial mounted on the level bap at the adjustable end .
The knes Dial measured the amount of movement in the vertical
-olane at the end of the bar needed to recenter the level bubble,
1he angle of rotation, of course, was directly proportional to
223.9 5/1/55
this measurement.
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(c) Whittemore gage:
3train readings were taken at midspan of several beams.
For this purpose steel plugs to be used with a 10-in. Whittemore
gage were glued to the underside of the beams with sealing wax,
Due principally to the sTIlall change in readings upon application
of the load and the large influence of the temperature l these
strains were too inconsistent to be of any use.
(d) D:v.namic deflec tion ga,g~I!:
One of the three dynamic deflection gages used in these
field tests is shown in Fig.7. It consists of a small cantilever
beam fixed to a base plate which was mounted on the timber scaf-
folding. A short vertical rod was connected to the free end of
the cantilever and made contact with the concrete beam in such a
way that the cantilever deflected with the beam. Two SR-4 strain
gages mOlli1ted on the top and the bottom of the cantilever pro-
vided the means of measurinG its deformation which was in propor-
tion to the deflection of the beam determined by laboratory cali-
bration. A two-channel Brush-recorder registered the readings.
(Fig. 8) •
(B) Loading
Two tn~cks shown in Figs. 9,10,11, and 12 were used to
apply the live loads on the bridge. Fig.13 shows how ~he test
loading compared with the AASHO loading on which the design of
the bridge was based.
(a) Scale truck:
Through the cooperation of the Bureau of Standard Weights
& Measures, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, a special truck used
to calibrate large platform scales was made available for the
5/1/55 -9
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test. The total weight of this 3-~xle truck is 37,900 Ibs. in-
cluding 17,250 Ibs. made up of removable weights. The wheel
locations of the truck are shown in Fig.12.
iF) Tractor-trailer tr~:
The Concrete Products Company of America supplied a tractor-
trailer truck which was loaded with four precast bridge members
similar to those used in the test bridge. The axle load of this
loaded truck was 33,700 Ibs. as measured on a field scale and was
the loading used for the dynamic tests. Additional weights from
the scale truck were added over the rear axle of the trailer to
produce an axle load of 47,700 Ibs. for the static tests. The
axle dimensions and weights are shown in Fig.12.
In the static tests the axle loading for the centerlane
was concentrated on the middle beam by using a pair of jacks.
This method is shown in Fig.ll.
223.9 5/1/55
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As the bridge tests were carried out on warm summer days,
the variation in temperature during the day affected the readings
extensively-. To minimi ze these effec ts, frequent zero readings
were taken with no load on the bridge and the intermediate read-
ings were corrected, assuming a linear variation of the temnera-
ture change between two consecutive zero readings. However, this
procedure does not take into accmmt any nossible residual de-
formation of the bridc;e, such as the plastic deformation of the
bridge, the plastic flow of the concrete, or a possible residual
r'elative displacement of adjacent beams after tests. Since the
bridge had been in service for a year and a half, the applied
short time test loading which was insu.fficient to crack the beams,
should have nroduced either none or only minor plastic deforma-
tions of the concrete. Reliable measurement of any residual
relative displacements of adjacent beams would have been possible
only by placing additional deflection gages of very high sensi-
tivity across the joints of two adjacent beams. A much larger
number of vel"y sensi tive gages l!iTould have been necessary in this
first bridge test. The relative deflection of the component
beams will be extensively investigated on the short-span bridge
to be assembled in the laboratory.
It was stated earlier that vertical deflections were
measured at close intervals in the northwest quadrant of the
bridge and that control gages were placed only at critical point~
:L1 tl"l6 other quadrants. By placing the tr'uck loads at points
sym.rnetrical to each other with respect to the bridge axis and
(
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utilizing the relation existing between sy~netrical and recip-
rocal deflections, the deformed shape of the complete bridge
deck was obtained. The sy~etrical deflections were checked
with the control gages, and were found to be close to the values
of their sy~etrically opposite points. To reduce the magnitude
of the deviation between readings, average deflections were cal-
culated for the different symmetrical loading positions. The
resulting deflectlons are plotted in the figures listed below
which show the deformed shape of the bridge in isometric views.
Posi tive deflec ti ons are plot ted upwards and their magni tudes a:':"'e
shown at the gage points in thousands of an inch. In the right-
hand corner a plan view indicates the type and the location of
the loading. The deformed shape of the bridge deck is for the
following:
Fig.14 with the scale truck in the centerlane, and the
resultant of the rear axles at the quarter point.
Fig.15 with the scale truck in the centerlane, and the
resultant of tee rear axles at midspan.
Fig.16 with the scale truck in centerlane, and the re-
sultant of the rear axles at the three· quarter
points. The front axle is off the bridge.
Fig.17
Fig.lS
Fig.19
with, the scale truck in the edge lane, and the
resultant of the rear axles at the quarter points.
with the scale truck in the edge lane, and the
l"esul tant of the rear axles at midspan.
with the scale tr'uck in the edge lane, -and the
resultant of the rear axle at the thl"ee quarter
points. The front axle is off the bridge.
Fi3~20 with the rear axle of the tractor-trailer truck
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jacked up at t~e quarter point in the centerlane
concentrating the axle load on the center beam.
Fig.21 wi th the rear axle of the tractor- trailer truc.k
jacked up at midspan in the centerlane, concen-
trating the axle load on the center beam.
Pig.22 with the rear axle of the tractor-traileI' truck
jacked up at the quarter point in the edge lane.
}'ig.23 wi th the rear axle of the trac tor- trailer truck
jacked up at midspan of the edge lane.
Fig.24 'tdth the tractor-t1"ailer truck and the scale
truck back to back in the centerlane at midspan.
Fig.25 with the tractor-trailer truck and the scale
truck back to ba~k in the edge lane at midspan.
F1"om a study of the above figures one notices that the
largest measured deflection is 0.087 in. which was observed at
midspan of the upstream edge beam ~mder a loading of the tractor-
trailer truck and the scale truck 1')laced back to back at midspan
of the edge lane. (Fig.25). This deflection produced by a bend-
ing moment of 148 percent of the design moment (Without impact)
represents 1/4690th of the bridge span.
A deflection of 0.071 in. was observed in the middle beam
when the rea~ axle of the tractor-trailer truck was placed at
midspan and jacked up over the centerlane. (Fig.21). This de-
flection caused by a bending moment of 118 DeI'Cent of the design
moment wi thout impact is 1/5710th of the bridge span. These de··
flection-span ratios clearly indicate that the bridge is very
stiff.
(b) Level bar readings:
The deflection ordinates on the above listed figures also
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show a relative deformation of adjacent beams giving a dishing
effect to the bridge surface. This distortion may be the result
of either of the following two conditions or a combination:
The first condition exists when two adjacent beams undergo
a slight vertical movement relative to each other with their
abutting faces simultaneously going through a partial but ident-
ical rotation. Thus the deflection curve in the lateral direct-
ion of the bridge would have steps at each beam face. Shear is
transferred across the joint by friction or forces of similar
nature. This shear would be different on the opposite sides of
a beam producing a tors ional moment which in turn tends to tV-vis c
the beam. The accUl'acy of this can be confirmed by ai')Dlying the
conditions of equilibrium which must exist between the beams.
The second condition occurs when no relative movements be-
tween the adjacent beams exists. Since the centers of the beam-
sections deflect different amounts, twisting of the beams must
necessarily also accompany the deformation of the beams to sat-
isfy not only the equilibrium but also the conditions imposed by
the deformations. In this case the deflection curve in the
lateral direction would be continuous. Therefore, when the
deformation is dependent, to the extent described above, on the
torsional rotation of each beanl, the behavior of such a bridge
can be considered to be similar to that of ~ plate.
To investigate the degree to which these conditions existed
in the test bridge, three level bars as described in Section 7.T
were attached transversely to the beams at midspan. The meaS-l"!.:;:'::~
lateral rotations and the corresponding vertical deflections of
;~'~.g[,', 21 & 23 together VIi th the loading posi tions are shown irL
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Fig,26. From these figures it can be seen that the measured
rotations of the beams closely agree with the slope of the tpans-
verse measured deflection curves. The small deviations at some
of the points lie within the range of accuracy of the measuring
instruments. However, one cannot completely exclude the possi-
bility of a slight relative movement between Qeams, especially
near the load points. Nevertheless it is apparent that in general
the elastic curve in the lateral direction of the bridge conforms
wi th the second condi tion descpibed above. It is thepefope re8S--
onable and justifiable to assume in any theoretical investigati;::/j.'
a continuous lateral deflection cupve, hence excluding any rela-
tive movement between abutting faces in the vertical plane.
(c) Cpackin,g:
Inspection by naked eye of the bridge priop to the test
revealed the absence of shrinkage 01" any othep cpacks. To aid
in detecting the formation of cpacks as a resul t of supepimposed
loads the under's ide of the test bridge was \'Vhi te-washed. How-
ever, no cracking was noticed undep the action of any of the
applied loads. The type of constpuction of the bpidge did not
permit the inspection of the shear keys to determine if they
were affected.
(d) Lateral load distrib~tion:
The design specifications now used by the Pennsylvania Hi.~y.,·
way uepartment assumes 80 percent of the wheel load of an H20-SiS
truck is taken by each beam. These assumptions are based on &n
inteI'ppetation of design section 3.3.1b of the 1949 AASHO Spec::
fications. This could also be inteppreted to mean that the wr..eA:1:'!
:,:f' ,)ne side of the truck ape posi tioned over a single beam whic'-:.
:'.f· then assumed to carry 80 percent of these wheel loads or 40
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percent of the total truck load.
A more accurate analysis which will be given in ?rogress
Repopt NOolO assumes the bridge to be acting as a homogenous
plate with different bending stiffnesses in the longitudinal and
late~al directions. 30wever} computations in this analysis are
qui te extensi,ve. The design procedUl"e for bpidces can be greatly
shortened if coefficients of the lateral load distribution are
computed from the general plate theory for different sizes of
beams and different bridge spans and widths. The bridges can
then be designed wi th tb.e conventional beam theory, considering
the beams as simply sUPPOJ:'ted and loaded wi th the portion of the
total live load determined by using the coefficients mentioned
above.
In Progress Report lJo.10 it will be shown that the co-
efficient of lateral load distribution 3 i can be defined as the
ratio of the bending moment Mx per unit width of the beam i to
the average bending moment Mx average. The latter is the bending
moment per unit width in the cross-section under consideration
and produced by a particular loading position, assuming that all
the beams of the bridge carry the same portion of the load; or
+b
Mx ave~"'age = ~b (Mx dy"".L ¥ Mxi • a (1)db 2b i=l
where 2b is the width of the bridge, a the width of an indiv-
idual beam, and n the number of the beams. It is evident that
this value of Mx average is identical with the total external li~e
load moment divided by the width of the bridge. 3i can then be
expressed ,as:
3 = Mxii ~-"'---­It'lx average (2/
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This coefficient is very suitable for a non-dimensional repre-
sentation of the lateral load distribution in form of graphs and
tables since it is independent of the nurriller of beams incorpor-
ated in a bridge. However, for a direct comparison with the
present design procedure, the lateral load distribution coeffi-
cients in Report 10 will be given in percen t of the a~!Jpli.ed live
load carried by each beam. These values can be obtained from
equa~ion (12) performing the following modification:
8 i * = 8i • 100 (in percent) (3)
n
The same coefficients as defined in equation (2) are used
in several theoretical studies of similar bpidge systems, pub-
lished in the EUl"'opean litepature(4,5,6). However, these co-
efficients are detepmined only for a live load of sinusoidal
shape, the equation of which is p=po si~, whex'e Po is the max-
imQm load intensity ata distance x from one of the supports.
The authors of these European papers consider this loading as a
sufficiently close approximation for any loads to be encountered
in the design of bridges.
The assumption of a sinusoidal type of loadine; has the
further advantage that the coefficients of the lateral load dist-
ribution as defined above are also equal to the ratio of the de-
flection of the beam i to the average deflections of all the
beams in a cross-s~ction. For other types of loading, such as a~
axle load, the two ratios are not equal and the coefficients ob-
tained using the deflections are only a first apppoximation for
the coefficients of the lateral load distribution. The correct
lateral load distribution can therefore be obtained only by con-
sidering the bending moments produced in each beam.
Theoretically it is possible to determine from the measur':)ri
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deflections the curvatures of the deformed shape of the bridge
deck and thus the bending moments. However, the resulting values
include in general rather large errors, since they are obtained
by differentiating twice an approximate curve drawn through 3
experimentally determined points, and the moment is not the max-
imum but the average over the segments. (Method of Finite Diff-
erences). In the test bridge the gage points were relatively far
apart and as it would be expected the bending moments, so deter-
mined, were consequently inconsistent. For this reason, the
lateral load distribution coefficients for the test bridge were
based on the deflection ratios.
The exact values will be comnuted in Progress Report No.lO
and the amount of error involved in the above approximation will
be discussed.
Fig.27 shows the lateral load distribution curve obtained
fl"'om the deflections .for any 10i.1[;~ituClJ.nal truck posi tion viThen in
the centel"lane. The Cl"oss-section of the bridge and the lateral
loading position are schematically indicated at the top of the
graph. The position of the gage lines are marked and numbeped
from 1 to 9 on the abscissa. The ordinate scale denotes the per-
centage of the total applied load that is cal"ried by each beam.
~1e three CUl"ves designated by solid lines give values obtained
from deflection measurements involving only the scale truck and
the combination of both trucks in the centerlane. The upper anrl
lower curves designated by solid line~ give maximum and minimum
values observed in any of the gage lines and/or any longi tudin-l:'.
loading position in the centerlane. The broken line that is
connected to the maximum value curve connects points obtained by
concentrating the applied. load on the middle beam by jacking up
223.9 5/1/55 -18
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the rear axle of the tractor-trailer truck. The heavy solid
line represents the average values obtained from scale truck and
combination of both trucks; and the broken line connected to this
curve represents average values taking into account the effect of
concentrated load from the jacks applied to the tractor-trailer
truck.
Considering the middle beam which carries the larcest Der-
centage of the load, it can be seen that the load distribution
factor is 16.0 percent on the average and 16.9 )ercent as a r:lax-
imum value. The latter' increases to 20.5 percent for the axle
load concentrated over the beam.
Fig.28 is the complement of Fig.27 and shows the distribu-
tion factors for loading positions in the edge lane. As can be
expec ted the edge beam carries, in the c.ase of wheel loadings,
the larges t per'centage of load; namely 20.6 :oercent on the average
and 22.6 percent as a maximum. For the axle loading jacked up
and concentrated over the second and third beam, the portion of
the load supported by the second beam reaches a maximum value of
23.9 Dercent~
However, mention should be made that for loads applied at
the quarter points the observed load distribution is slightly
less effective than for loading positions at midspan. 'rhese iev-
iations are shown on the maximum and minimum value curves. TIle
above mentioned distribution ratios have to be compared with the
design provisions of 40 percent of the axle loads. However, one
should be aware that the coefficients shown in Figs.27 are based
only on the relative deflections of the beams which are reason-
able approximations and as mentioned before the exact values will
be given in Progress Report No.lO.
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(E) Modulus of Elasticity
An approximate value of the modulus of elasticity E for
the bridge was obtained in a way similar to the method used to
determine the coefficients of the lateral load distribution.
This was done by compar'ing the sum of the measured deflections
in all the beams in a cross-section of the bridge with the
theoretical deflection of one beam, loaded with the total app-
lied live load. The theoretical deflection, a function of the
modulus of elastici ty, was com-'mted assuming an uncracked section.
Neglecting the deformations due to the bending in the lateral
direction of the bridge and the twisting of the beams, the above
mentioned deflections are identical and this relationship was
used in the determination of the modulus of elasticity. T~is
was done for 12 different loading positions and for all the gage
lines in the lateral direction in which complete deflection read-
ings were available, resulting in 75 values for the modulus of
elasticity. The average value for E was 6.68xl06 psi with a max-
imum of 7.73xl06 psi and a minimum of 5.38xl06 psi. These values
and the variation may seem high but one must remember that the
bridge was made out of high quality concrete and had been in
service for a year and a half at the time of the test. Further-
more, the values were obtained by neglectin['; the above mentioned
portion of the deformation.
~ Dynamic Tests:
111\70 sets of dynamic tests were J'un, namely: (a) with the
truck travelling at 25 mph over the bridge, and (b) with the
truck travelling 25 mph and strildng a sin8le 2 in. plank.
Typical time-deflection graphs from these tests for the tractor-
trailer truck travelling towa~d Centerport are given in Figs.29
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and 30 for truck in centerlane and dovJnstream edge lane, res-
pectively. Fig.3l shows the relationship between truck position
and beam deflection for the second set of tests.
(a) Truck m~ving unobstructed ~~ 25 mph over the bridg~:
1ne upper graph in Fig.29 shows the time deflection curve
recorded at midspan of the middle beam for the truck moving in
tIle centerlane of the bridge. A maximum deflec tion of O. Ot.::l in.
was ~letermined when the tl-'ailer axle was at midspan. ':l:he corres-
ponding static deflection for the same loading measured with the
electric deflection gaGe was 0.036 in. By comparing these two
values it is evident that the dynamic deflection VilaS 13.9 pep-
cent larger than the one caused by static load of the truck.
If the impact effect is defined as the increase in deflection due
to a rapidly applied comnal"'ed wi th a gra~lually applied loading,
it is in this case 13.9 percent •
Pig. 30(a) shows the time deflection curve reco1:"ded at mid-
span of the downs tr'eam edge beam for the tpuck tl~avelling in the
downstream edge lane, the outside tires about 1 1/2 ft. from the
curb. The maximum dynamic deflection recorded was 0.032 in. and
the equivalent static deflection 0.026 in. resulting in an in~act
fraction of 23 percent. These impact fracti.onscar. be c'ompared
with the one prescribed by the 1953 A~\.SHO S1-:>ecification 3.2.l2.c
found as follows:
50I ; 34+125 = 31.4 > 30 percent maximum
Study of the overall shape of the time deflection curve,
shows that only minor vibrations occurred as the truck travelled
across the brid~e. T~is is ppobably due to the smooth bituminous
wearing surface and t~e relatively large stiffness of the bridge.
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(b)-1mpact tests:
The impact tests were performed by drivi.ng the truck on the
bridge at 25 mph and over a plank of dimensions 2 in. by 10 in.
placed flat across its path at midspan. Fig. 29(b) shows the
time deflection curve measured at midspan of the center beam for
impact produced in the centerlane. Fig. 30(b) shows the time-
deflection curve measured at midspan of the downstream edge beams
for impact produced in the edge lane. These curves were most
useful in determining the natural frequency of the bridge as a
result of impact loadine. The frequency was found to be approxi-
mately 10 cycles per second, which agrees very closely with the
theoretical natural frequency of 9.5 cycles a second computed
for one beam using a modulus of elasticity of 6.62xl06 psi.
Although the impact produced by a truck running over a
two-inch thick plank is much higher than the impact under normal
traffic conditions, it may be approached when only one or two
emergency chains are used on the tire of a fully loaded truck.
It is also of interest to compare the dynamic deflections with
the corresponding static deflections. However, since the vibra-
tions are complicated and a more extended analysis would be out-
side the scope of this report such a comparison will have to be
restricted to a few points. In fact it can be seen that con-
sistently in all the impact tests performed on this bridge the
less loaded rear axle of the tractor produced the largest de-
flections whereas the deflections resulting from the impact of
the heavier trailer axle were smaller. (3ee Fig.31) No attempt
is made to interpret this observation, but should one wish to
further analyze this behavior it should be kept in mind, that the
mass of the bridge is about 3 1/2 times larger than the total mass
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of the truck. Furthermore, the tractor-trailer with its springs
and shock absorbers forms a rather complicated dynamic system.
Due to the inevitable variations in the speed and the path
of the truck in the different runs, an accurate superposition of
corresponding points in the two graphs of ?ig.29 and Fig.30 is
not possible. The corresponding static deflections in the lower
graphs were therefore appro:;dma te ly de termined as the mid;Joint
of consecutive minimum and maximum values. 'ihe increase in de-
flections due to the impact was then measured as shown in the
figures and the impa~t fractions computed. For the truck in the
centerlane and the impact fraction corresponding to the rear axle
of the tractor was determined to be approximately 106 percent
whereas for the trailer axle it was approximately 44 percent.
The corresponding impact fI'action values for the truck in the
downstream edge lane ilveI'e appI'oximately 200 percent and 56 !)er-
cent respectively. rlecalling that a sudden application of the
load without imnact incI'eases the static deflection up to 100
percent, the observed increase of the deflections due to the im-
pa9t loading can be considered as being reasonable.
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A 27-ft. wide highway bridge with a roadway width of 25 ft.
4 in. and a clear span of 32 ft. (Figs.l,2,3) composed of 9 pre-
fabricated, pretensioned concrete beams placed side by side,
connected by a single steel bolt at midspan and by dpy packed
continuous shear keys, was tested in the field under static and
limi ted dynamic loading. The I'esul ts of these tes ts ape sum-
marized below:
General:
1. The bridge proved to be entirely structurally sat-
isfactopy for its intended purpose.
2. Although the bridge had been in service for over a
year and a half, no cracks due to shrinkage, 01'"
other causes, or due to the application of the test
loads could be detected on the beams.
3.·. ifhe largest static loading applied in the edge lane,
produced a bending moment without impact of 148 per-
cent of the design moment and caused a maximum de-
flection in the edge beam of 0.087 in. or 1/4690th.
of the span.
4. The action of the component beams, as determined
through their recorded deflections and rotations in
the transverse plane, supports the conclusion that
the overall behavior of the bridge approaches that
of a homoceneous plate. TI1is interaction was mainly
due to the shear keys and the single transverse bolt.
:Iowever, it was not irrefutably proved that the shear
keys prevented any relative movement of the contact
faces of any adjacent beams. A careful investigation
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on a small span bridge and possibly on a special
test specimen could yield a more definite answer.
5. The field tests supports the assumption for a
theoretical investigation that the deflection in
the lateral direction is of a continuous character.
6. A modulus of elasticity for the bridge of 5.38xl06
to 7.73xl06 with an average of 6.68xl06 psi was
determined from a comparison of the measured with
the theoretical deflection.
Lateral Load Distribution and design of the Bridge:
7. The test results permitted an approximate de-
termination of the lateral load distribution
as follows:
For a truck in the centerlane the middle beam
carried approximately 17 percent of the total axle
loads on the bridge or 34 percent of its left or
right wheel loads. See Fig.27. When an axle load
of 47.7 kips was concentrated on the middle beam
at midspan through the use of jacks, the middle
beam carried 20~5 percent of this load.
9. For a truck in the edge lane, the edge beam
carried approximately 23 percent of the total
axle loads on the bridge or 46 percent of the
left or right wheel loads. (Fig.28).
10. The present design assumption, which assigns 40
percent· of the standard truck or 80 percent of the
left or right wheel loads seems to be conservative
for static loading.
11. Recommendations concerning a possible reduction of
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the portion of the live load that the engineer m~st
design for, cannot be based on these tests alone~
Adequate additional information should be gained
from the theoretical study now in progress as well
as the laboratory bridge testing that is contemp-
lated for next year •
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. Dynamic Tests:
12. The dynamic tests also indicated a considerable
stiffness of the bridge.
l ~0. A truck travelling at 25 mph over the bridge with-
out any obstacle in its path produced only slight
vibrations. AS a result, with the truck in the
centerlane the static deflection of the beams in
that lane is increased by 13.9 percent. l-iji th the
truck in the edge lane the deflection in the edge
beam is increased by 23 percent. Figs.29 and 30.
These increased deflections mentioned are within
the prescribed 30 percent maximum allowance in the
AASHO Specifications.
14. A truck running over a 2-in. thick plank at 25 mph
caused deflection inc~eases ranging between 56 ner-
cent and 200 percent of the corresponding static
deflections. It is not certain how these percent-
ages should be cC)mpared with the prescribed 30 per-
cent allowance of the AASHO, because of the severity
of the impac t.
15.Thenatural frequency of the bridge was found to be
about 10 cycles a second, which checks well with the
theoretical value of 9.5 cycles a second for a single
beam.
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This bridge test is a part of an investigation, carried
out under the auspices of the Lehigh University Institue of
Research using the facilities at Fritz Laboratory and under
the guidance of the Lehigh Prestressed Concrete Committee of
which Mr. A.E. Cummings is Chairman. This committee, repre-
senting the sponsoring organizations, is composed of the follow-
ing members to each of whom the authors wish to express their
gratitude for their technical and financial contribution.
Mr. A.E. Cummings, Reinforced Concrete Research Council
Mr. L.A. Porter, Pennsylvania Department of Highways
Mr. J.L. Stinson, U.S. Bureau of Fublic Roads
Mr. Neil VanEenam, U.S. Bureau of Public Roads
til"'. B.J. Baskin, Concrete Products Co. of America (deceased)
Hr. F.S. Burtch, John A. Hoebling's Sons Corporation
L'IP. ILK. Preston, John A. Roebling's Sons Corporation
Mr. \'1.0. Everling, American Steel and Wire Co.
This research program on prestressed concrete bridge mem-
bers was, since its inception and until this phase, under the
co-directorship of Prof. w.J. Eney, Head of the Department of
Civil Engineering and t;echanics and Director of Fritz Engineering
Laboratory. The other co-directors have successively been Dr.
A.C. Loewer, Jr., Dr. K.E. Knudsen, Prof. M.J. McCrodden and Dr.
C.F. Ekberg, Jr. 1:iith this phase, Dr. C.E. Ekberg, Jr. assumed
the full directorship with Prof. A. Smislova serving as assistant
project director, Prof. ~·i.J. Eney as a consultant and editor ar..d
A. Hoesli directly in charge of the test. 1\'11". Roesli planned th?
testing according to the many bridge tests carried out by the
Swiss Federal Research Laboratory (EMPA)(7) in some of which he
was privilee;ed to take an active part.
Special mention is due Mr. L.A. Porter, State Bridge Eng-
ineer and Mr. E.J. Perer, Bridge Engineer of District 5 Pennsyl-
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vania State Highway Depar~lent for the Generous help in install-
ing the test set-up. 'Ehe Concrete Products Compan~r of .{l.r1erica,
furnished the tractor-trailer truck and also helped in install-
ing the test set-up. The scale truck was loaned for the duration
of the tests by the Pennsylvania Department of Internal Affairs,
Bureau of Weights and Measures.
Assistance dUPing the testing period was given by members
of the research staff of Fritz Engineering Laboratory as men-
tioned in the list of observers of the test, and by Ml~. LJ.
Taylor who was in char>ge of the instrumentation for the dynamic
tes ts.
1111.e large amount of work involved in analyzing the test
data was done with the he19 of 1'1essrs. A.N. Sher>bourne, M.J.
Giraldi, L.J. Debly and I.M. Scott, draftsman. Mrs. V.H.
Olanovich typed the report.
To all those mentioned above and the Fritz Engineering
Laboratory mechanics and technicians under Hr. KoB. Harpel, lab-
oratory foreman, the authors are grateful.
.'
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Fig. 1 General View of the Test Bridge
Fig. 2 Side View of the Bridge
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Fig. 6 General View of the Test Installation
Fig. 7 Detail of the Installation from Left to Right
(a) Whittemore gage for strain measurements
(b) Ames gage for the deflection
(c) Dynamic gage
Fig. 8 Brush Equipment for the Dynamic Test
Fig. 9 Scale Truck. Total Weight 37,600 lbs.
Fig. 10 Tractor Trailer Truck, loaded with
Bridge Members and Movable Weight
from Scale Truck. Total Weight of
Rear Axle 47,700 Ibs.
Fig. 11 Rear Axle of Trailer Jacked Up to
Transfer Load of 47,700 Ibs. on
Single Beam of Bridge
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